Local search algorithms, such as simulated annealing, tabu search, and local hill climbers attempt to optimize a solution to a problem by making locally improving modifications to a candidate solution. They rely on a neighborhood operator to restrict the search to a typically small set of possible successor states. The genetic algorithm mutation operator, likewise, enables the exploration of the local neighborhood of candidate solutions within the genetic algorithm's population. In this paper, we profile window-limited variations of several commonly employed neighborhood operators for problems in which candidate solutions are represented as permutations. Window-limited neighborhood operators enable tuning the size of the local neighborhood-e.g., to balance cost of search step against likelihood of getting stuck in a local optima. Window limits potentially can even be adjusted dynamically during search-e.g., to give a stagnated search a "kick." We provide profiles of the distance characteristics of window-limited variations of several of the more common permutation neighborhood operators.
INTRODUCTION
Local search algorithms, such as simulated annealing, tabu search, and local hill climbers attempt to optimize a solution to a problem by making locally improving modifications to a candidate solution. The mutation operator of genetic algorithms (GA) and other evolutionary computation frameworks, likewise, enables the exploration of the local neighborhood around members of the population of candidate solutions to a problem. One can conceptualize the space of candidate solutions to an optimization problem as points on a surface where the height of the point corresponds to the fitness of that solution. This surface is known as the fitness landscape [9] , and likely contains a variety of peaks and valleys which represent locally optimal solutions-i.e., solutions for which any small modification leads to a lower quality solution. The objective of local search algorithms is to find an optimal point on that landscape by iteratively exploring the local region of a current candidate solution; or in the case of evolutionary computation algorithms, such as a GA, to explore the local region around populations of solutions. The efficacy of local search, evolutionary computation, or other similar metaheuristics for a given problem is dependent upon its ability to avoid, or escape from, local optima.
Local search algorithms tend to perform better when fitness landscapes are smooth with small numbers of local optima; and are especially challenged when faced with a fitness landscape with plateaus and large numbers of local optima. So it seems that if we had the ability to affect the shape and other characteristics of the fitness landscape for a problem, then we would have some degree of control over the effectiveness of local search for that problem. It turns out that the structure of the fitness landscape depends strongly on how we define the neighborhood of a candidate solution (e.g., [5] ). What does it mean for a solution to be "near" another? The shape of the fitness landscape, therefore, depends upon more than the problem alone. It also depends upon the operator used for local improvement. In order to define a relevant fitness landscape that characterizes the problem solving behavior associated with a particular local neighborhood operator, one needs to carefully consider the choice of distance measure used to define what is considered "local."
In this paper, we focus on the permutation representation, in which candidate solutions to an optimization problem are represented as a permutation of the elements of some set. This is a rather natural representation for problems that involve sequencing-e.g., for the Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP), a candidate solution is represented as a permutation of the cities. But how should we define the local neighborhood of a permutation? This depends on whether the problem is what has been termed an "A-permutation problem" or an "R-permutation problem" [1, 8] , depending on whether absolute or relative positioning is most important to the problem. For example, for the TSP, any circular rotation of a candidate solution is equivalent to any other. Absolute position of a city in the permutation does not particularly matter; rather, it is the relative positions of the cities that are important. For other problems, absolute positioning may have a bigger influence on solution fitness; or perhaps a blend of both properties might be critical.
Our primary objective is to offer guidelines for selecting from among the available local neighborhood operators for a variety of optimization problems. Previously, using several permutation distance measures from the literature, we developed profiles of the most common neighborhood operators that are available for permutations [4] . In this paper, we extend that work and profile window-limited variations of these operators. Window-limited neighborhood operators enable tuning the size of the local neighborhood-e.g., to balance cost of search step against likelihood of getting stuck in a local optima. Window limits potentially can be adjusted dynamically during search-e.g., to give a stagnated search a "kick." A window-limited neighborhood operator restricts the local modification to reside entirely within some smaller "window." Imagine a "swap" operator that randomly swaps the locations of two elements of the permutation. A windowlimited swap constrains the indices of the selected elements to be within a specified window of each other. Such window limits on neighborhood operators were first suggested by Lam and Delosme [7] in defining a dynamic simulated annealing schedule to track a theoretical target move acceptance rate by dynamically adjusting the neighborhood size.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss background on permutation distance measures. We present our profiling methodology in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, we profile the distance characteristics of window-limited variations of several of the more common permutation neighborhood operators. We conclude, in Section 5, with a discussion of implications for the design of local search algorithms for permutation problems.
BACKGROUND
An important characteristic of fitness landscapes is fitnessdistance correlation [6] , an application of the Pearson correlation coefficient, which measures the correlation between the fitness of a solution and its distance from the optimal. If fitness (i.e., solution quality) improves the nearer you are to the optimal solution (as distance to the optimal decreases), then searching via a local search algorithm such as simulated annealing or tabu search or via other metaheuristics that rely on searching nearby solutions will be effective.
We therefore require a means of measuring the distance between permutations. Many distance measures for permutations have been proposed [10, 13, 12, 4] . We have chosen distance measures that capture the essence of the so-called "A-Permutation" and "R-Permutation" type problems. In the formalization of distance measures that follow, p1 and p2 refer to permutations, p1(i) refers to the element in position i of the permutation, and N is the permutation's length.
Absolute Position Based Distance Measures: When profiling neighborhood operators, we consider the following distance measures as representative of the characteristics of problems where "absolute" position within the permutation is most critical to the permutation's fitness as a solution:
• Exact Match: The exact match distance [10] is an extension of the concept of Hamming distance to permutations. It is the count of the number of positions containing different elements.
• Deviation Distance: Deviation distance [10] is the normalized sum of the positional deviations of the elements from one permutation to the other, and is formalized as follows:
(2)
• Interchange Distance: In our earlier work, we introduced a permutation distance called Interchange Distance, along with an efficient algorithm for computing it [4] . Interchange Distance is an edit distance measure. The edit distance between two structures (a concept that originated within the string pattern matching community [16] ) is the minimum cost of the "edit operations" required to transform one structure into the other. Interchange distance is defined as the minimum number of element by element interchanges (or swaps) needed to transform one permutation into the other-by "swap" we refer to general swaps and not adjacent element exchanges. We previously showed that this distance is an absolute position based distance as it correlates strongly with the Exact Match distance and moderately with Deviation distance, and extremely weakly with distance measures focused on relative position properties [4] . See our prior work for the details of the algorithm we use to compute Interchange Distance.
Relative Position Based Distance Measures: We additionally consider the following distance measure as representative of the characteristics of problems where "relative" position among the elements of the permutation is most critical to the permutation's fitness:
• R-Type Distance: The "R-Type" distance [1, 8] was developed specifically to handle permutation problems where relative ordering primarily influences solution fitness. It is the count of the number of adjacent element pairs of p1 that do not appear as adjacent element pairs in p2 and can be defined as: Absolute/Relative Hybrid Distance Measures: Some problems are neither strictly an "A-Permutation" problem nor an "R-Permutation" problem. Thus, we consider a distance measure that blends both properties:
• Reinsertion Distance: We previously introduced the permutation distance known as Reinsertion Distance as the minimum number of removal/reinsertion operations needed to transform one permutation into the other [4] . A removal/reinsertion is an edit operation that removes an element and reinserts it in another location. Reinsertion Distance is a special case of general edit distance for permutations and strings [16, 13] , which typically allows three operations (element removal, element insertion, and element relabeling).
To compute Reinsertion Distance, we use Wagner and Fischer's dynamic programming algorithm for string edit distance [16] where we assign costs of 0.5 for removals, 0.5 for insertions, and ∞ for replacements.
PROFILING METHODOLOGY 3.1 Neighborhood Operators
Our aim is to shed light on when the most common permutation neighborhood operators produce small random perturbations (i.e., when they really are selecting states that are nearby the candidate solution). The basic form of the neighborhood operators that we profile are as follows:
• Insertion removes one randomly selected element, and reinserts it into a different randomly selected position.
• Swap exchanges the positions of 2 randomly selected elements. All other elements remain unchanged.
• Scramble selects 2 different random indices, and randomly shuffles the selected region, inclusive of the indices. Scramble can leave the permutation unaltered.
• Reversal selects 2 different random indices, and reverses the selected sub-permutation. These are the most common permutation neighborhood operators and examples of their usage abound [11, 2, 3, 15] .
Window Limited Neighborhood Operators: In this paper, we profile window-limited operators. A window limit, L, on a permutation operator restricts element movement within the permutation by defining the size of a "window" around a selected element within which that element will remain. We define window-limited variations of the above permutation neighborhood operators as follows:
• Insertion(L) removes one randomly selected element, and reinserts it into a different randomly selected position no more than L positions away.
• Swap(L) exchanges the positions of 2 elements, chosen uniformly at random from among all pairs of elements that are at most L positions apart. All other elements remain in their current positions.
• Scramble(L) selects 2 different random indices, and randomly shuffles the selected region, inclusive, with all possible reorderings equally likely. The 2 indices are chosen such that they are at most L elements apart.
• Reversal(L) randomly selects 2 different indices, and reverses the selected sub-permutation. The 2 indices are chosen such that they are at most L elements apart.
Generating Profiling Data
To profile the behavior of the neighborhood operators, we generate 10000 random permutations of each of the following lengths: N = {16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024}. We consider the window limits: L = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128}. For each combination of Ni, Lj , neighborhood operator, and distance measure, we compute the average distance between the 10000 random permutations and a random neighbor of each. If Lj >= (Ni − 1), then it is equivalent to the basic form with no window limit (L = ∞), which we also include. 
DISTANCE PROFILES
We begin by profiling the neighborhood operators with respect to the abolute position based distance measures. In our prior work, where window-limited operators were not considered, we showed that the swap operator seemed the ideal absolute position based neighborhood operator, in that regardless of which absolute position based measure we used (Exact Match, Deviation Distance, or Interchange Distance), the swap operator produced a new candidate solution that was near the original-specifically a small constant distance from the original independent of permutation length. We additionally showed that the insertion operator may be appropriate for "A-permutation" problems if the relevant distance measure is Deviation distance; and that for smaller permutation lengths that the reversal operator is appropriate when Interchange Distance is the relevant distance measure. The Scramble operator was always seen as excessively disruptive, as is also generally the case for Reversal.
Here, we now consider the behavior of window-limited variations of these operators. The results are summarized in Tables 1, 2 , and 3. First, consider the Exact Match distance (Table 1 ) and the Interchange Distance (Table 3) . The swap operator, independent of the window limit and permutation length, produces a new candidate solution that is an Exact Match distance of 2 from the original and an Interchange Distance of 1 from the original. Without window limits, all of the other operators are rather disruptive with respect to these distances. However, with window limits, the average distance between the original and modified permutations can be kept as small as desired if the insertion, scramble, or reversal operators are used, even for large permutations. Deviation Distance (see Table 2 ) is the trickier case. When window-limits are introduced, the deviation distance between offspring permutations and their parents diminishes toward 0 as permutation length increases regardless of which neighborhood operator is used to produce the offspring. Without window-limits, both the swap and in- sertion operators produce relatively small modifications of approximately constant magnitude. For fitness landscapes best characterized by Deviation Distance, one must be careful in the setting of the window limit to ensure that the neighborhood considered is not too small.
Next, we profile the neighborhood operators with respect to the relative position based distance measure, R-Type distance. The results are shown in Table 4 . In our prior work, we showed that both the swap and insertion operators produce offspring that are a small constant average distance from the parent permutations independent of permutation length (R-Type distance of around 3 for insertion and around 4 for swap). Here, those results are reaffirmed, as well as strengthened. In the limit as the permutation length increases, the R-Type distance between an original permutation and a random neighbor generated with Swap(L) rapidly approaches 4, independent of the window size L. Likewise, in the limit as the permutation length increases, the R-Type distance between an original permutation and a random neighbor generated with Insertion(L) rapidly approaches 3. Additionally, although previously we showed both scramble and reversal to be too disruptive without window limits, here we find that window limits can be used to control the magnitude of the modifications made by scramble and reversal to our desired level.
Finally, we profile the neighborhood operators for the Reinsertion Distance to characterize their behavior for fitness landscapes for permutation problems for which a blend of the absolute positions and relative positions of the elements have an influence over solution fitness. The results can be found in Table 5 . The insertion neighborhood operator produces offspring a constant reinsertion distance of 1 from the parent, independent of permutation length and independent of the window limit-this follows by the definition of the reinsertion distance measure itself. Similarly, the swap operator produces offspring permutations that are an average distance from the parent permutations that is approaching 2 as permutation length increases, independent of the window limit. Previously, without window limits, we found both scramble and reversal to be too disruptive. However, as is the case with the other distance measures, we can use window limits to fine-tune the magnitude of the modifications they make to the current candidate solution in our search.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we explored the effects of window-limits on the distance characteristics of several commonly employed local search operators for the permutation representation. The results are consistent with our prior profiling of the basic form of the neighborhood operators, and confirm the status of certain operators as especially relevant for either "Apermutation" or "R-permutation" problems. However, with window limits, operators that are otherwise too disruptive, are good candidates for algorithms in which it is desirable to be able to tune the size of the local neighborhood.
With respect to "A-permutation" problems, we previously saw that the swap operator and, depending upon the specific absolute position based distance used, the insertion operator consistently make small local modifications to candidate solutions. And thus, seem particularly well-suited to "A-permutation" problems. We also previously saw that for "R-permutation" problems, and for problems that cannot be easily categorized as either strictly "A-permutation" or "R-permutation" problems, that both the swap and insertion operator are solid choices and will move the search to "nearby" solutions on fitness landscapes characterized by the relative position based distance measures. Now that we have examined the effects of window limits, these results have been reaffirmed. However, we have additionally discovered behavior of the other neighborhood operators that is particularly interesting, and which lend some guidance to the design of local search algorithms for permutation problems. First, although otherwise overly disruptive, both the scramble and reversal operators can be controlled to some extent via window limits. With any fixed window limit, these operators produce offspring that are approximately a constant average distance from the parent permutations for all of the distance measures considered except for deviation distance, independent of permutation length. The average distances in these cases are proportional to the window limit. Thus, we can easily increase or decrease the size of the local neighborhood by increasing or decreasing the window limit used with these operators. This makes the scramble and reversal permutation operators particularly suitable for local search algorithms that dynamically adjust the size of the local neighborhood, such as simulated annealing using either Lam and Delosme's annealing schedule [7] or using the more practical Modified Lam Schedule [14] . The insertion operator, when used for "A-permutation" problems, is likewise well-suited to this sort of neighborhood size tuning. The window limits have no effect on the distance characteristics of swap, and no effect on the distance characteristics of the insertion operator for "R-permutation" problems or blended problems.
